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When in doubt, educate



Step 1:
Be completely surprised that your grant application for a conference was funded.



Step 2:
Figure out how to spend the funds.





Opening Remarks: Melissa Rethlefsen, Andrew Weyrich

Keynote #1: Victoria Stodden: Reproducibility in 

Computational and Data-enabled Science

Panel #1: What Universities Do (and Don't Do) to Influence (or not) 

Research Reproducibility

Moderator: Victoria Stodden; Tom Parks, Randolph Hall, Brian Avery

Panel #2: Research Integrity and Journal Publishing

Moderator: Mollie Cummins; Justin Cherny, Eric Eide, John Ryan

Panel #3: How to Call Out Non-Reproducible Research

Moderator: Scott Aberegg; Ed Dudek, Hilda Bastian, Ivan Oransky

Keynote #2: Ivan Oransky: Retractions, Post-Publication Peer 

Review, and Fraud: Scientific Publishing’s Wild West







#MakeResearchTrue

#UtahRR18
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Overall Quality Amount Learned Victoria Stodden Panel #1

Panel #2 Panel #3 Ivan Oransky Poster Session



It was great! I look forward to the next one! I'd love to see this 
annually rather than every 2 years!



I loved [Dr. Stodden]'s talk. It made me 
think about challenging questions I 
hadn't thought of before and redefined 
the question of reproducibility for me in 
a really eye-opening way.



It is actually a tough problem. It can't be 
solved unilaterally by U of U without adverse 
consequences to the status of U of U (i.e. 
through the reduction of overall publication 
volume). So, tracking what other universities 
are doing and keeping pace will probably 
produce a practical outcome.



I thought the Research Integrity and 
Journal Publishing panel was the best 
panel, in part because of the personalities 
of the panelists, but also the way the 
audience questions were answered, and 
how well the panel covered the questions 
many of us have regarding publishing 
manuscripts. 



Panel 3 focused on too much of the "big hitter" items and 
they were not prepared to have a discussion on the small 
issue of reproducibility that affect most people. The vast 
majority of scientists are not blatantly falsifying or 
plagiarizing, but they are making small tweaks to data or 
arguments that make it "mostly" ok. Also the issue of 
superiority and power- struggle in science affects the ability 
to stand up for integrity of research was touched on but no 
one has any answers for this and it makes me frustrated 
that that conversation is too hard to even have in a panel 
like this one



Thank you for making this discussion happen. It 
is important and uplifting to know that people 
out there care about scientific integrity when PIs 
are under so much pressure to publish or perish. 
It is hard as a student to see that there are 
people in the academic world trying to do the 
right thing and ask the hard questions about 
what we need to do going forward as a field. I 
just wish more people cared.



The poster session seemed to have several people that had to catch 
flights before it finished. Having the session at the beginning of the 
conference might be better.



Did we achieve 
institutional change?

Not yet. But it’s a start. 



Funders & Support

• We’d like to thank our funders for #UtahRR18:
• Office of Research Integrity: Department of Health and Human Services 

(ORIIR170034)

• Vice President for Research Office, University of Utah

• Center for Clinical and Translational Science, University of Utah 
(UL1TR001067)

• Spencer S. Eccles Health Sciences Library, University of Utah

• Department of Philosophy, University of Utah

• MidContinental Region of the National Network of Libraries of Medicine 
(UG4LM012344 Subaward)



More Resources

• Rethlefsen ML, Lackey MJ, Zhao S. Building capacity to encourage research 
reproducibility and #MakeResearchTrue. Journal of the Medical Library 
Association, 106(1):113–9, 2018. doi:https://doi.org/10.5195/jmla.2018.273. 

• Research Reproducibility 2018: Building Research Integrity Through 
Reproducibility: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVeUcLRWaq4

• Research Reproducibility 2018 LibGuide: 
http://campusguides.lib.utah.edu/UtahRR18/Conference

• Rethlefsen ML, Ayala P, Cherney J. Librarians Improve Science: Impacting 
Research Quality through Transparency and Reproducibility: 
http://www.choice360.org/librarianship/webinars/librarians-improve-science

• Rethlefsen ML. Research reproducibility and open science: 
https://video.dartmouth-
hitchcock.org/media/Research+Reproducibility+and+Open+Science/1_8p0d4rnf

https://doi.org/10.5195/jmla.2018.273
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVeUcLRWaq4
http://campusguides.lib.utah.edu/UtahRR18/Conference
http://www.choice360.org/librarianship/webinars/librarians-improve-science
https://video.dartmouth-hitchcock.org/media/Research+Reproducibility+and+Open+Science/1_8p0d4rnf


Thank you! Questions?

@tishamentnech

@DBaluchi

@mlrethlefsen

@mellanye

@HeidiGreenberg

@zhao_shirley

#MakeResearchTrue


